
Sorting symptoms in Synthesis 8 
 
 
The way symptoms are sorted in the Repertory has been critically reviewed in Synthesis 8. Even though 
the rules are clear as they have been described in the Blueprint for a New Repertory, there were many 
exceptions. Exceptions, which are inherited from Kent's Repertory and to which we may have got so used 
that we are not aware of it. 
 
The way symptoms are sorted is no apparent problem for  the experienced Repertory users, but it is for all 
those who are discovering this tool. In addition, even experienced users are surprised time and time again 
to find information in the Repertory, which is hidden because it is not inserted at the place where they 
know it, should be. 
 
For all these reasons we have been very careful to apply the known rules for sorting throughout Synthesis 
8. The goal was to have the least possible rules and the least possible exceptions. Here are the rules and 
the consequences for some known "old" sorting of symptoms. 
 

?? Chapters (level 1 of a symptom) have not been changed. They can be viewed alphabetically or in 
Kentian order as before. 

?? At level 2 (e.g.: head - pain), all levels are sorted alphabetically except: 
?? The general rubric is put as the first rubric if there is one (vertigo, chill, fever, perspiration) 
?? The Sides for that chapter (chill, perspiration) 
?? The Times for that chapter (vertigo, stool, expectoration, chill, fever, perspiration, generals) 
?? This means that modalities, localizations and descriptions are mixed in one alphabet ("vertigo - 

occiput" precedes "vertigo - odor of flowers"). This applies only to level 2 of the symptoms. At 
level 2 there are no extensions. 

?? For all other levels of symptoms the known six qualifications are put in the Kentian order: Sides - 
Times - Modalities - Extensions - Localizations - Descriptions. In each section the symptoms are in 
alphabetical order, except in Sides, which follows the set schedule,1 and in Times, which  follows a 
chronological order. 

 
These are some striking differences with the sorting as it existed before: 
Modalities are always alphabetical: this includes "agg" and "amel" which were previously at the beginning 
of most but not all lists of modalities. Also "before", "during" and "after" are sorted alphabetically as they 
express modalities (after eating) and not really a set time of the clock (after midnight). 
"Alternating with" is also sorted as a modality. 
 
Localizations are sorted alphabetically and get a high cast first letter at each level to distinguish them more 
easily. Before, in some chapters localizations were sorted in a given anatomical order, in other chapters 
there was a mixture of alphabetical and anatomical sorting. 
Now all localizations are sorted in one alphabet which makes it much more easy to search for the section 
you want. 

Example: In back you now have "Cervical / Coccyx / Dorsal / Lumbar / Sacral / Spine" whereas 
before coccyx was at the end. 

                                                 
1 See Appendix of Blueprint for a New Repertory 



The only exception is the chapter extremities because of its vastmess. There are still two groups: the regions 
(e.g.: Paralyzed parts) and tissues (e.g.: tendons)  in one alphabetical order, followed by the precise 
anatomical localizations (Upper limbs, Upper arms, etc. until Toes) in anatomical order. 
 
The subrubrics of Extensions are not any more sorted in one alphabet, but the same rules apply here as 
well: first sides (e.g.: "extending to - left side"), then all localizations. 
 
The position of Descriptions of pain was applied strictly and as there were many exceptions you will need 
to go and look at another place for some symptoms describing a pain.  
Example: "extremities - pain - neuralgic" previously preceded " extremities - pain - noise" (modalities - in 
Synthesis 7 and also in Kent's repertory), now it follows " extremities - pain - lancinating" (descriptions). 
All symptoms with "pain - neuralgic", "pain - paralytic", "pain - pulsating", etc. have been positioned 
consequently in between the alphabetical list of descriptions. 
 
We look forward to hear your feedback on this sorting and wish that it allowed you to find information 
more easily. 
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